
Resist, breath deep, get organised and ACT non-violently. (Otherwise...)

It is maybe the fourth time I start writing this article within the last 2 or 3 weeks, because my land 
is in trouble and reality changes enormously fast: it is di�cult to �nd a balanced point of view to 
narrate from. 

I live in a village in a forest, nearby Barcelona, and at this very moment a noise of hundreds of 
metal objects banging from many houses nearby �lls the air. A loud protest (which must be 
deafening in the neighbourhoods of Barcelona) because today, two leaders of civil society 
organisations have been sent to prison for organising a demonstration (which happened 3 
weeks ago). The region where I leave is going through the toughest moments (for many) and the 
most hopeful moments (for many also) in its last maybe...40 years. The colleague on my left thinks 
it is a proper revolution, which will allow to build a much fairer system than the corrupt one 
installed in Spain; my colleagues in Spain think it is illegitimate; my grandmother is scared. 
Recently millions in Catalonia went on the street to vote on a self-determination referendum 
which was declared ilegal (unconstitutional) by the Spanish state and which was repressed wildly 
by military police and regular police, while people sat defending non-violently their position. 
Thousands like me, who have been not been forthis process of independence, joined the millions 
who were willing to vote, to defend the basic rights of voting and of physical integrity for 
everyone. I've never thought independence was the priority, but there is something I need to 
underline: the power of non-violent action these days of hundreds of thousands, millions, and 
the nature of popular movement that the momentum has right now (while mass media insist in 
its -existing but not majoritary- bourgeois-rich-nationalist-catalan dimension) make it 
something unique and life-changing. This being, the demonstration 3 weeks ago happened in an 
admirable non-violent dynamic, with hundreds of thousands in the streets during the whole day 
without anyone harmed, but these 2 leaders are sent to prison under charges of #Sedition.  In my 
3 former attempts of an article I contextualised much wider and deeper the situation in 
Catalonia, but I had to choose. 

And I chose now to open the focus, to zoom out: 
These days, I mean also today, now, 105 �res are destroying Portugal and Galicia (I avoid to say 

“forests of Galicia”, I guess we understand 105 
�res are destroying the whole country?). Also in 
our countries (Spain?, Galicia?, Catalonia?) our 
governments, who �red by the way 400 �remen 
in the region last year, have been indulting 
hundreds of convicted people for �nancial 
scandals in the last mandates, they also just 
admitted to have donated 40.000 million € to 
banks when they promised at the time that 
bank rescue would cost nothing to citizens; 
citizens who on those same years were being 
massively evicted from their homes at numbers 
of 6 digits; oh, and our present governing party 
in Spain has the honour of having ALL its 
treasurers since democracy under trial for fraud 
or similar. Etc.

Bear with me, I am not just complaining, we are going somewhere. We zoom out a bit more. Global 
scope: 
Today it is a Monday (well it is a wednesday, but I am writing this on a Monday). So today, monday, 
died 25.000 people of hunger and is (was) the world food day. Nice to celebrate 25k dead per day 
(per day) because of hunger, and to sustain in parallel the greatness of a world of people making 
great, �ourishing, businesses of trillions, while people die of hunger because of...climate? tribal 
wars? Of course not! People die of hunger because of businesses! Because there is huge business 
in landgrabbing, I mean grabbing land from people who used to produce food for themselves and 
their communities, take their lands to produce monocultures (alliance of states+transnationals), 
while others starve because they were taken away their means to survive with dignity 
(https://www.grain.org/article/entries/4575-land-grabbing-and-food-sovereignty-in-west-and-ce
ntral-africa ); the business of having slaves to produce raw material for computers, slaves who also 
have no money to buy products (or forbidden to do so), or they are forced to go to war; or the 
business of selling your lands, slaves attached, to another company (Unilever to Feronia? 
http://bit.ly/1i1qe2p) so that they would pretend to produce and under this illusion get millions of 
international aid from EU. Why not? Oh, these cruel “africans”? “tribes”? “Third world”? Well say 
“transnationals”; the heros of (my) your country, the ones who make your economy grow; our 
computers, our chocolate, our co�ee, our tires, our phones, even our international cooperation! 
Hunger is politics: (http://projectefam.cc/?locale=en_GB) Hunger: 25000 people today, yesterday, 
tomorrow, the day after. 

So: after 3 weeks of failing to write an article on the right to Peace I am just complaining on 
everything so unconnectedly? Am I pro�ling a new conspiracy theory?

Well, no. I am pointing out that the world is �lled with war. The open war once in the media, like 
the war in Syria; the uninterrupted, in�nite wars (see a map here: 
http://escolapau.uab.cat/index.php ) like the one in Somalia (today? 200 dead in terrorist attacks); 
the hidden wars: 25K people dead a day (!) on hunger, 105 active �res burning at the same time in 
Portugal and Galicia; the -lower or higher- low intensity wars: in Barcelona leaders of CSO sent to 
jail, with 4000 military police sleeping on a boat for us to tremble thinking that they may come out 
again; in Turkey even Amnesty director (among hundreds of more nameless) is in prison as a 
“terrorist” (https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2017/10/party-with-idil). 

And the drown ones: let me not mention without due 
respect thousands of people who keep on drowning in the 
sea and we don't know, though their life is as important as 
mine, as yours; and I live in Europe, where this person 
cannot enter, despite the bene�ts of EU transnationals pay 
for my health system while they bring bombs to their 
country. #RefugeesWelcome should be everywhere 
because they are the product of our lifestyle.

Should I really call these all wars? Well, if I de�ne a war as 
massive organised and permanent violence perpetrated 
by states or allied actors against massive number of 
victims for speci�c (or unspeci�c) purposes, I can say there 
is a war not only in Siria or Somalia or South Sudan, but 
also in the whole Africa, in the Spanish state, in so many of 
our countries. And maybe the di�erence is made on when, 
at which level we, the opinion, start understanding those 
as such a war, start caring about it, leave our indi�erence 
aside. 
 
And for sure where we get to what my friend and ex 
director of the CCIVS, would recall from a song: What's so 
bad about peace, love and understanding? There's 
nothing wrong, but there is also something common to them all: you cannot do them alone, and 
they are not easy to build and sustain. It is not about being a paci�st, it is about building actively 
a process, and it is so needed that each of us get active on that level. 

On the purpose of consolidating local and international alternatives, let me �nish with some very 
speci�c elements: 

Media vs communication, stereotypes vs understanding: If you ever heard about the 
independence process in Catalonia, you most probably think that it is a question of bourgeois 
power �ghting illegitimately to gain control insolidarily. Well the only thing I can tell you is that 
this is a prejudice, a stereotype (not excluding some real elements linked to that); to some extent 
provoked by interests, to some extent...the stereotypes we all carry. Also you may think of Hunger 
as something driven by fate, not at all a direct consequence of food speculation, we all contribute 
to daily. We are so uninformed that we may see a Fy�es banana with an eco-friendly label and 
think: oh, good for the environment, while ignoring this: http://makefruitfair.org/fy�es/ , for 
example. Usually we don't care enough, or we confront others, because our ideas are built day by 
day by interested informations and silences. It is our job to break the own stereotypes by getting 
informed from di�erent sources. This is something that at the Raising Peace Campaign we 
proposed for the con�ict in Ukraine some years ago and created a blog: 
https://bridgestopeaceforukraine.wordpress.com/ And with the same idea, now we have 
proposed to IVS organisations in Spain and Catalonia to start a process of dialogue and share our 
di�erent, diverse, plural visions, �rst among ourselves, then with people from other countries. 

Human Rights and con�ict: In the Raising Peace trainings, Peace Action Weeks, Labs that we 
used to organise in the past years, there was something always on the basis: human rights are not 
the rights of others (who su�er more than you), they are your rights, my rights; and by defending 
Human Rights we are defending humanity, maybe in the skin of someone else, but always my 
humanity, your humanity. 
The need to be empowered comes from the fact that Human Rights are in permanent threat, and 
on the contrary it is our duty to defend them actively. We need to understand that human rights 
violations are linked to a con�ict, and we can transform this con�ict if we analyse it deep, 
empathicly, systematicly , collectively. And these days, at the fear of a (maybe?) civil war or 
military intervention (maybe?) in the land where I live, I tell you: be as prepared, do prepare 
harder as you can activists around you, so that it is a strong community who is resilient and 
prepared to transform con�ict when it comes strong to you (as it is maybe on next corner now 
but we are not considering it our con�ict; though it is).

Get organised and commit strongly in the community: My feeling these days, honestly, is that 
now no public or private institution is going to save you or any of the victims of a con�ict. No 
Council of Europe no EU no UN will save your cause. It is the bonds of dealing together with the 
own reality, and the commitment of considering everyone, your part of the problem, that one 
day we may be prepared to face a con�ict like the ones we're living.  Maybe that's why 
international workcamps as we do in IVS are really a good start. But then it is just one good start, 
let's admitt it. As individuals we need to join; as organisations we need usually a stronger 
commitment to transform our reality deeply, and most important, to more strongly empower 
and prepare our activists to be peace builders. 

Because in the map of con�icts we are very little, but each of us are the only hope to live in peace, 
with justice and solidarity, and we are in a real need of it. What we do, like this article, may not be 
the perfect move, but it needs to be a move towards the direction. What would I love? That you 
critizise what I said; that you indicate me what to correct; that you would dare and bother to 
make the mistake. And that we get trained in every aspect in becoming critical and non-violent 
peace builders, assuming that our actions may be wrong and criticised, but that silence and 
inaction are killing and abusing your and my people.

IVS activist and former Raising Peace Campaign coordinator (2014 - 2016)
Oriol Josa

Disclaimer: This article re�ects the views only of the author, and the CCIVS cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made 
of the information contained therein.

www.ccivs.org/globalhumanrightsweek


